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摘  要 
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源模块、MPC850 和 FPGA 外围接口等主要模块的结构进行了详细分析，并讨
论了 MPC850 和 FPGA 各外围接口的设计思路。同时，硬件部分还针对 PCB
板设计中所需注意的问题进行了较深入的探讨。接着对嵌入式 Linux 系统结构、
Ppcboot 的移植以及 Linux 系统内核的配置和编译过程进行深入研究，并以 I2C
模块驱动为例，详细描述嵌入式 Linux 下设备驱动程序的编写方法。最后简单
阐述多址硬件系统涉及的网络接入协议和软件设计思路。 

















Ad hoc network is a collection of wireless mobile nodes dynamically forming a 
temporary network without the use of existing network infra-structure or centralized 
administration. It is a kind of peer-to-peer network which could provide a stable 
supporting circumstance in the case of lack of network facility. 
This paper describes the MAC layer hardware system design of a wireless ad 
hoc communication system. The MAC layer hardware system is an embedded 
system based on embedded communication microprocessor MPC850. Embedded 
system is a special-purpose computer system, which is completely encapsulated by 
the device it controls. An embedded system has specific requirements and performs 
pre-defined tasks. Combined with communication network, it could make network 
more flexible and intelligent. 
The power, reliability, flexibility, and scalability of Linux, combined with its 
support for a multitude of microprocessor architectures, hardware devices, graphics 
support, and communications protocols have established Linux as an increasingly 
popular software platform for a vast array of projects and products. Because Linux is 
openly and freely available in source form, the MAC layer hardware system use 
embedded Linux. It’s easier to port the kernel and develop device driver under this 
operating system. 
The architecture of the MAC layer hardware system include power module, 
startup and reset module, clock module, periphery interface of MPC850 and FPGA, 
SDRAM interface and Flash interface. The periphery interface is used for 
communicating with other parts of the wireless Ad hoc communication system. The 
principle and design process of each module is discussed in detail. It’s important to 
pay attention to the EMC compliance in printed circuit board design process. This 
paper also studies the techniques and skills in printed circuit board design. 
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configurating and making Linux kernel files. Then it realizes the driver of I2C 
interface while analyzing the principle of Linux device driver development. At last, 
it depicts MAC layer network access protocol used in MAC layer hardware system. 
The application layer software design is also studied.  
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能模块通过 100Base-T 以太网接口相连，接收并处理基带单元的数据，并为基
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